
‘The IVP CONCISE ATLAS OF BIBLE HISTORY’ Book 

GIVEAWAY PROMOTION 
By participating in this giveaway, you are deemed to have read, understand and agreed to 
be bound by the Terms and Conditions set out by the organiser: 
 

1. Organised by International Bible Experiences (IBEx), this promotion is open to any 
public that registers a Bible Land Tour with IBEx. 
 

2. The giveaway is limited to the first 20 tour participants who book a Bible Land Tour 
with us. 
 

3. The giveaway promotion starts Fri, 23 March 2018 and ends on Fri, 30 March 2018 
2359 hours. All timings stated are in Singapore Standard Time.  
 

4. Giveaways that are not claimed by the stipulated dates specified on the notification 
email, for any reasons whatsoever, shall be forfeited.  
 

5. IBEx reserves the right to substitute the giveaway with any other item of a similar 
value prior without prior notice.  
 

6. IBEx reserves the absolute discretion to determine the qualified tour participant for 
the giveaway. Such determination shall be final, conclusive and binding. 
 

7. The giveaway are non-transferable and non-exchangeable for cash or otherwise.  
 

8. IBEx reserves the right to record and publish any of the activities of the giveaway for 
promotional purposes without the Participant’s prior consent. 
 

9. The tour participant consents to the public disclosure of his/her name, and 
photographs, as this may be used for publicity purposes, without any payment or 
compensation thereof.  
 

10. Notwithstanding anything in these Terms and Conditions, IBEx reserves the right at 
any time in its absolute discretion to determine and/or amend, by addition to, 
subtraction from or variation of, these Terms and Conditions without prior 
notification.  
 

For any queries on this giveaway promotion, please email us at info@ibex.sg. 

 

 

mailto:info@ibex.sg


ABOUT THE BOOK 

THE IVP CONCISE ATLAS BIBLE HISTORY 

 

This handy-sized reference book is a superb introduction to the Bible's history, geography 
and archaeology, packed with absorbing information that offers: 

- a hundred maps 

- a variety of panoramic reconstructions 

- multiple site plans 

- dozens of color photographs 

- clear chronological charts 

- an index and gazetteer 

This atlas traces the unfolding of the major events in the Old and New Testaments and 
draws on the latest findings of historians and archaeologists. Starting from the dawn of time, 
it breaks down thousands of years into easy-to-digest segments. 

From creation to the exodus to the birth of the church, this atlas maps out the history of the 
Bible concisely and comprehensively. All the great characters of the Bible can be found here 
in their own setting--Moses, David, Solomon, Nebuchadnezzar, Herod, Jesus, Paul and more. 
Now their stories come to life in this book based on The IVP Atlas of Bible History that is now 
condensed by Richard Johnson 

 

 

 


